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1 People are underestimating the importance of Trump’s Frontotemporal

dementia in what we’ve seen over the last two weeks. Yes, it is that bad. If this

sounds only 25% probable now, it will become 100% if he’s continues to cling to

the legal protection of the White House.

2 The 11 doctors who examined Trump in February had to be horrified by his condition. Even more

horrified by the inaction & obvious efforts of his enablers. On Monday, I noticed Pence staring at Trump’s

left arm jerking, instead of his usual starry eyed gaze. The word is out.

3 Unique Issues dominate. 

Problems: 

1 Nat Security 

2 Trump is an agent of Russia 

3 He’s in mid stage dementia 

4 He can pardon ppl 

Solution: 

1 Ease him out w/ leniency offer 

2 Delay indictments till he's gone- crucial to prevent pardons & chaos while preserving Nat security

4 “They're moving in herds. They do move in herds”. MSM, just like Jurassic Park dinosaurs (but less

cool) took Barr’s words “conspired or coordinated w/ the Russian government” & erupted in collective

“No Collusion”. We saw the collusion. The narrative is already falling apart

5 Is Barr good or bad? I'm not sure. 

-If a deal was brewing we'd see both sides of him 

-He can’t stop what Mueller laid down. The findings & report are too diversified. 

-He’s partisan & wants a soft landing for the GOP.  

-His letter bought time for a deal, but created a firestorm

6 The acid test for Barr will be the preservation of ongoing cases. Today's SCOTUS case Grand Jury news

was a good start.  

 

Mueller, Barr good cop/ bad cop theory with national security overlay. Trump being the perp. 
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2 Barr & Mueller may actually be agreeing, but are doing a good 
cop, bad cop scenario to keep Trump from going crazy & firing 
Barr. Remember, Barr has seen the evidence now. He & Mueller 
know Trump works for Putin & as patriots, they have to get 
Trump/Putin out of the White House
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7 Back to Mueller’s Whiteboard… 

-Give Trump his happy letter moment for his rally 

-Cases remain 

-Confront Trump w/ health & counterintelligence "matters". 

-Ease Trump out w/ a leniency deal 

-Do indictments after Trump is gone 

-Do CI briefing to gang of 8 

-Report goes to Congress
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